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Ahmedabad sees 230 cybercrime victims every day

Mystery behind discovery of
giant 'search'

"QK's 'Le Jaa' Unveils a
Soulful Surprise

Ahmedabad, The versatile
and distinctive artist Aarya
Jadhao popularly known as
''QK'' is all set to captivate the
audience with beautiful
rhythm and soulful lyrics in
her latest track ''Le Jaa" in
association with Sony Music.
'Le Jaa' fiercely resonates
with those who have endured
the pain of an unhappy
relationship and found the

strength to move on.  The
talented artist ''QK' who is
recognized for her presence in
MTV Hustle 2.0, has ravishingly
curated a heart-touching
euphony 'Le Jaa', that will melt
your heart. With a voice that
moves mountains and prowess
in different genres of music,
QK, pushes her boundaries to
create this refreshing sound
that resonates with all music
listeners of today. 'Le Jaa'
gracefully brings out the
essence of liberation and
growth experienced after a
sorrowful relationship. With
tender yet resilient vocals and
an uplifting rhythm, ''Le Jaa''
portrays resilience and inner
strength. This track does not
only empathise with the listeners
but also renders the spirit of
courage to move on from an
unhappy relationship. (1-7)

AHMEDABAD: Every day,
over the past 91 days, 230
Amdavadis were conned by
cybercriminals over phone
calls, SMSs and fake WFH job
links shared over a telegram

channel. This translates to
nearly 10 victims every hour.

The Cybercell of Gujarat
CID (crime) has observed the
emergence of new social

engineering tactics during
this period. As a result, the
police have issued warnings
through their social media
platforms and helpline,
urging citizens to remain
vigilant against fraudulent
SMS messages claiming to
redeem credit card reward
points, deceptive apps
promising income through
fake work-from-home
schemes, and phishing
websites that attempt to

acquire sensitive card details.
Out of the roughly 1,700

calls received on the 24x7
helpline 1930 from across
Gujarat in a single day,
approximately 400 to 425
calls are about financial fraud
while around 125 to 140 calls
pertain to crimes committed
on social media platforms
and sextortion cases,
according to CID officials.
Subodh Odedra, SP of CID
Crime Cybercell, revealed

that an increasing number of citizens reporting phone
numbers associated with cybercriminals is putting pressure
on the perpetrators.

Ahmedabad:As the
mystery surrounding the
surfacing of giant buttons
label led as 'unlock,
'download' and 'search' in
garbage bins across the
country deepens, a video
posted on social media
channels by smart lock
screen platform Glance, has
finally lifted the lid on the
suspense. In this video
posted across social media
channels on Wednesday,
Glance has shown
photographs and videos of
people dumping these giant
symbolic buttons for its smart
lock screen, which doesn't
require users to unlock their
phones, download and
search to access different
content on the internet.  The
human spirit is indomitable,
always thirsting to do more.
Our smartphones were meant
to be our companion on this
epic quest for more - to help
us keep up, get things done

and spark new ideas. But
in this fast-paced world,
there is a firehose of
information that keeps
coming at us. Searching for
info, downloading apps,
switching between apps, and
scrolling through feeds is leaving

us drained. With Glance Smart Lock
Screen less is more. (19-10)
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